Once when Madeline was going to bed she wanted a bedtime book.
Mom told her to pick out one favorite book. But Madeline said, "I have lots of favorite books!" So she went and she picked out all of them. Then she said she would choose one.
Mom asked her, "What kind of book are you looking for?" Then Madeline told Mom that she was looking for a funny book. She picked out all of the funny books. And she put back all the other books.
Then Mom said, "What else would you like in a book?" Madeline said that she would like a book that was not a chapter book. So they took out all the chapter books.
Then Mom asked, “What is one last thing that you would like in a book?” Madeline said, “Lots of pictures!”
So then just one of the books that was left was going to be a book that she was going to read. And then finally she looked at the books long enough and she picked one out. And the book she picked out was called Bedtime.
So Mom read her the book and then Madeline went to bed.